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COMMUNITY CALENDAR

 The BMD is published on or before the first Friday of each month.
LH=Lark Harbour           YH=York Harbour          JB=John’s Beach
HC=Holy Communion   MP=Morning Prayer    EP=Evening Prayer
P&P=Prayer & Praise   HB=Baptism   MHS=Memorial Hymn Sing

2018                                 OCTOBER           2018 

  3rd Wed Cruise: Celebrity Summit,  2,158 pass / 936 crew
  4th Thur Cruise: Silver Wind,   296 pass / 222 crew
  7th Sun     LH, 11:00am;   JB, 7:00pm
  8th Mon Thanksgiving Day
 11th Thur Cruise: Crystal Symphony,   940 pass / 545 crew

Cruise: Black Watch ,  807 pass / 320 crew
14th Sun LH, 11:00am, Baptism;  JB, 7:00pm
21st Sun JB, 11:00am,  LH, 7:00pm, Memorial Hymn Sing
24th Wed M   Full Moon
28th Sun JB, 11:00am; LH, 7:00pm

2018                               NOVEMBER                                2018

  3rd Sat Daylight Saving ends - clocks back one hour tonight
  4th Sun LH, 11:00am;  JB, 7:00pm
11th Sun Remembrance Day - LH, 10:45am; JB, 7:00pm
18th Sun JB, 11:00am,  LH, 7:00pm
22nd Thur American Thanksgiving
23rd Fri M   Full Moon
25th Sun JB, 11:00am; LH, 7:00pm
29th Thur LH, 6:30pm,  Family Christmas Carol Service

2018                               DECEMBER                                2018

  2nd Sun Advent 1 - JB, 11:00am,  LH, 7:00pm
  9th Sun Advent 2 - LH, 11:00am,  JB, 7:00pm
16th Sun Advent 3 - JB, 11:00am.  LH, 7:00pm - Chr Pageant  
22nd Sat M   Full Moon
23rd Sun Advent 4 - JB, 11:00am; LH, 7:00pm
24th Mon Christmas Eve - LH, 4:00pm; JB, 7:00pm 
25th Tues Christmas Day
30th Sun JB, 11:00am;   LH, 7:00pm, Lessons & Carols
31st Mon New Year’s Eve

2019                                 JANUARY                                  2019

 

A SPECIAL REQUEST FROM YOUR EDITOR
This issue of the BMD is number 126.  Issue 001 was published on
2005 October 07, exactly thirteen years ago.  That is an average of
9.7 issues per year.  In the early days paper copies were distributed
by Canada Post, but that became too costly.  Now the BMD can be
downloaded from our webpage at www.blowmedowner.webs.com.

I would be interested to know what you, our Readers, think of the
BMD.  If you think it is worth the effort, I am asking you simply to
reply by email to blowmedowner@gmail.com for me to receive a
rough idea of how many of you read at least parts of some issues.  If
you wish also to comment, that would be helpful, but not necessary. 
However I will read every response that I receive.

In a future issue in a month or two, I will pass on the results of
this survey.  I intend to continue the BMD as long as I am able to do
so.   Thanks to everyone who replies. — SLH

BUSINESS & ORGANISATION DIRECTORY

! Byrne’s Store, Main Street. York Harbour 

groceries, hardware, gas & diesel, souvenirs 709 681-2040

wandastrickland@outlook.com

! Captain Cook B&B & Cottages, York Harbour 

Email:  info@captaincookbb.ca 681-2906; 1-877-681-2906

! Captain Cook’s Galley, 135 Little Port Rd, Lark Harbour

Restaurant - Seasonal - Call for information           709 681-2777

! Creative Photography by Linda, 131 Main St, Lark Hr

Email: creativephotographybylinda9@gmail.com

131 Main St, Lark Harbour                         709 681-2255

! Curling ONE Stop Service Station, Corner Brook 

366 Curling Street, automotive repairs, servic i n  g    709 785-2619

! Myrtle’s on the Bay, Main Street, Lark Harbour 

entertainment, food, licenced                 709 681-2103

! Eddie Joyce, MHA, Bay of Islands, Corner Brook 

House of Assembly, St John’s. NL 709 634-7883

! Gudie Hutchings, MP, Long Range Mountains, NL

Member of Parliament, Canada.   709 637-4540

gudie.hutchings@parl.gc.ca

! Marlaine’s Tidewatcher Café, 59 Main Street, Lark Hr

                Closed - FOR SALE BY OWNER     709 681-2140

! Sheppard’s Clover Farm Store, Lark Harbour  

groceries, hardware, gas, marine supplies       709 681-2160

! The Roost, Gift Shop and Gallery, York Harbour

sea glass, paintings, handmade glass beads   709 681-2341

L.H. WATER & SEWER SYSTEM

Actual construction work on the system is now finished for this season,
although there is expected to be a little further activity to test and
evaluate the work that has been done so far.  Paving of the affected
areas has also been completed after a period to allow settling of the
affected areas, but before winter conditions begin.

Plans are for a similar program to be followed in the coming year,
with further financing and contracting arrangements, etc, being
completed in late winter and early spring of 2019 and the actual work
to begin as soon as weather permits afterwards.

Council requested funding of $1,500,000 for the 2019 work, which
is hoped to extend the system from its present ending eastwards along
Main Street to approximately Camp Hill, and northwards along
Littleport Road.  The total distances will depend on how much work
can be done with the available financing.

To end on a lighter note, someone expressed the hope that the very
tall marker poles installed beside each fire hydrant are not an
indication of the depth of snow expected this winter! — SLH

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celebrity_Summit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silver_Wind
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal_Symphony
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Watch_(ship)
mailto:wandastrickland@outlook.com
http://www.captaincookbb.ca/
mailto:info@captaincookbb.ca
file:///|//https///www.google.ca/maps/uv?hl=en&pb=!1s0x4b7b90c23b788583%3A0x99d667416d26e6e6!2m22!2m2!1i80!2i80!3m1!2i20!16m16!1b1!2m2!1m1!1e1!2m2!1m1!1e3!2m2!1m1!1e5!2m2!1m1!1e4!2m2!1m1!1e6!3m1!7e115!4s%2Fmaps%2Fplace%2FCaptain%2BCook%27s%2BGalley%2C%2BRestaurant%2C%2B
http://www.creativephotography-bylinda.com/
mailto:creativephotographybylinda@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/DropInLounge/
http://www.assembly.nl.ca/members/cms/EddieJoyce.htm
http://ghutchings.liberal.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/tidewatchercafe/
http://bobsnewfoundland.com/the-roost.html
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A WORD TO BMD READERS WHO DOWNLOAD
THEIR COPY FROM OUR WEBSITE

All our readers know that from time to time when I send out the email
announcing a new BMD available online, I forget to include the URL
www.blowmedowner.webs.com,   Pretty soon I get emails asking me
to correct it, and I promptly resend to everyone on the mailing list.

The URL leads to the first page of our website, and it is always
printed in the masthead panel on page 1 of every BMD issue.  May I
suggest that if you don’t have a BMD in your files, that you copy the
URL on a sticky note and tape it on your monitor or inside your
laptop.  Or you could even have it tattooed on your . . . well, you
decide where.  But I am getting older and likely to forget more often
rather than less. . .   Now, what was I writing about? ? ? ?  Oh, yes. .
. . . the URL.   Sorry, folks!

LETTER FROM A READER
Both letters below were longer, but these are the main points

Reader’s remarks:
It is with deep regret that I continue to see your infatuation with
Trump and a complete disillusionment with our own leader Trudeau. 
While I agree that we are somewhat dependent on the country to our
south, I would appreciate a sincere examination of our own country's
political environment and less attention to the USA idiot. 

Editor’s Response:
I am not prepared to apologise for spending so much time discussing
Trump’s antics as I believe very strongly that Canada needs to be on
guard and resistant to his interference in our country’s business.  I
have lived in Canada since 1967 and . . . I believe Canada should
have been diversifying trade with countries outside of North America
for many years now.  Today Canada and America share more trade
with each other than with any other countries, which places Canada
in an awkward situation that urgently needs to be remedied.  However
our close proximity has lulled Canada into a false sense of trading
security which we must now endeavour to overcome due to the
arbitrary decisions of the Trump administration, many of which are
considered inappropriate by both our countries.
Finally, I must correct your assumption that I do not support Trudeau. 
His government is certainly the best hope we have.  I simply feel that
we in Atlantic Canada are not receiving the attention we deserve from
our own Federal government.

A QUESTION FOR   
THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

Many issues have confronted us in recent years in the history of the
human race, but there is one which has begun to show up more
frequently in the last year or two.  It looks deceptively simple:

 How should we deal with history itself?
The obvious and easiest answer is that it should be dealt with
truthfully.  If there is no practical doubt whether an event actually
occurred, then truth should not be in question.

One day when I was very young, about four years old, a friend of
my mother visited us with her two sons.  It was in 1945, and the boys’
father was still serving in the Royal Navy, only home on short periods
of leave.  Naturally, the boys were very excited about going to see
their father after a few months absence, and particularly his ship which
they had heard about but never seen.  I heard all this, and a question
came into my mind.  “Mom, can we go and see my father too?”  The
room fell silent.  My mother said nothing for a few moments.  The
friend looked embarrassed, as she knew my father had died of
pneumonia three months before I was born.  I don’t recall the
explanation which obviously had to follow.

Another similar incident occurred a year or two later, when I was
probably no more than six or seven years old, I overheard my mother
and aunt discussing how to dispose of my paternal grandmother’s
clothes.  I remember the incident very clearly, even details of the room
we were in at the time.  But I was puzzled.  Having always been an
inquisitive child, I was not in the habit of staying quiet over what I did
not understand, and I certainly did not know why grandmother no
longer needed her clothes.

So I asked, “What will she wear?  Will she be going around with
no clothes on?”

My mother and my aunt looked at each other for a moment.  Then
my mother broke the silence.

“Should we tell him?” she asked my aunt.  And I suppose they
agreed that I would have to be told at some point in the next few days,
because we had visited that grandmother every Saturday for as long as
I could remember.  But obviously my mother had not decided how to
tell me, at age six, that my grandmother had passed away.

In later life I have often thought of these incidents which are at
least partly the result of avoiding the truth when it might hurt, and
children should be protected until they are old enough to understand. 
Sometimes we use white lies or even total avoidance of any
explanations, but should we?

A few weeks ago the City of Victoria, capital of British Columbia,
removed the statue of Sir John A Macdonald, our first Prime Minister
after Confederation.  The reason for this removal was that in 1876 the
Macdonald Government passed Canada’s first Indian Act which
legislated the infamous Indian Residential Schools.  In 1887, eleven
years later, Macdonald described the purpose of the 1876 Indian Act
in these words:

“The great aim of our legislation has been to do away with the
tribal system and assimilate the Indian people in all respects
with the other inhabitants of the Dominion as speedily as they
are fit to change.”  

(For further information, see my article Victoria, BC, removes Statue of Sir John,      
on page 6 in the BMD Issue 125 for 2018 September; and also the website                  

  10 Quotes John A Macdonald made about First Nations.)

I do not believe that Sir John and his Government were bad men.  I
believe that, like most of us, they were honourable in their intentions

Continued on next page

http://www.blowmedowner.webs.com),
https://indigenousfoundations.arts.ubc.ca/the_indian_act/
https://www.ictinc.ca/blog/10-quotes-john-a.-macdonald-made-about-first-nations
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     Continued from previous page
but, most importantly, they were children of their time.  I would give
them credit for wanting to do what, by their lights, was appropriate,
“to assimilate the Indian people in all respects with the other
inhabitants of the Dominion”.  It was not a modern concept, but Sir
John was not a man of the late 20th or early 21st Centuries, and should
not be judged as such.  This country would not be the country it is
today—it may not even still be an independent nation— had
Macdonald not been successful in some of his major achievements,
making it one of the world’s most envied destinations for so many
immigrants.

Statues of other Canadians are being removed because they
remind people of policies and/or actions which do not conform to
today’s more humane morality.  But we need to keep in mind that
there are policies espoused by many modern day Canadians which
may not be fully coincident with the popular policies of future
generations, and the proponents of those policies will think it
acceptable to remove statues of some of our late admired leaders. 
Even the great honour accorded to our veterans of recent wars may be
unacceptable to generations further in the future.  The same
considerations have applied to the death sentence for murder which
is no longer as acceptable as it used to be.

Another well-known man whose statue was removed recently was
the founder of Halifax, Edward Cornwallis.  There are differences
which may be sufficient cause for a distinction between the two men:–
 
! Cornwallis (1713-1776) lived entirely in the 18th Century and died

39 years before Macdonald (1815-1891) who lived entirely in the
19th Century.

! Cornwallis was a military man responsible for Lower Canada
during hostilities with the American revolutionaries; Macdonald
was a politician.

! Cornwallis offered a cash bounty to anyone who killed a
Mi’kmaw person.  It is likely that he Mi’kmaw were offered
bribes by the Americans to create problems for the Canadians;
Macdonald’s legislation had the stated aim of integrating the
‘Indians’ into the white population.

! Cornwallis lived during a period of hostilities between USA and
(Lower) Canada; Macdonald was also deeply concerned with the
continued existence and unity of Canada.  

! Cornwallis’s statue was removed to storage; Macdonald’s was
relocated to a less frequented area away from the entrance to the
BC Legislative Building. — SLH

 
It is always much easier to criticise with the benefit of hindsight than
while the event is still in progress.  The Residential Schools, whose
legislation in the Indian Act Prime Minister Macdonald probably
instigated, were the continuation, with slightly wider scope of
responsibility, from their beginnings.  It was the RC, Anglican, and
Methodist churches which founded them as far back as the 1830s, and
at some point in their evolution they began to board children who
lived too far away to commute daily.  That was most probably the
beginning of the excessive abuse which developed.  But the church
involvement might somewhat exonerate Macdonald, while not totally
excusing him, though perhaps placing greater blame on the churches
which had already administrated the schools for half a century.

Although we of these ‘enlightened’ modern times are inclined to
believe that we are doing everything correctly, and that Cornwallis
was wrong, there is every reason to believe that his oppressive

measures against the Mi’kmaw were totally justified, although there is
no evidence that his bounty offer made much difference.  He lived
roughly in the middle of the period of the Indian Wars that had been
afflicting every part of the North American continent for most of the
17th, 18th and 19th Centuries, and he was doubtless quite typical of the
age in which he lived.

The issue of removal of statues and other memorabilia is likely to
become more important as social attitudes change.  On the face of it,
it matters little.  However it is important as a recent snapshot
illustrating the wide contrast in present day attitudes at large in any free
human community.  It is also very tempting to take the easy way out
and to completely remove the offending historical items of evidence,
or to hide them where they will be seen by very few.  They should not
have to be protected against when some hothead starts a fight.  There
is, however, a grave danger that removal of the statue into what is
practically a place of concealment will cause the issue to be forgotten
to history.  And the same error may then be repeated.

A statue, like a book, is a small thing.  It is very rare when its removal
or destruction affects society’s attitudes.  But it has happened in the
past, and it can be important, as when the statue of Saddam Hussein
was torn down in Baghdad in 2003.  Such events will happen again in
the future, and as symbols they can change things.

Whether or not the removal of a statue, or any work of art, matters,
depends on its cultural significance.  If it is a memorial of changes that
came about, either positive or negative, and of the individual who
brought those changes, then it should be preserved.  It may need to be
removed to a different location, but it is important that it should be
available to those who wish to view it, regardless of their purpose or
intentions.

It is easy to understand that memorials should be preserved to the
work of those who devoted their effort to the betterment of our world. 
But if for example the Nazi concentration camps were dismantled and
returned to the natural forest in which they were constructed, then once
the last holocaust survivor passed away, many of the horrific memories
of those years would also be lost.  And with those losses we will
gradually lose the imperative to guard against its being repeated.

We may not enjoy the reminders of our mistakes and downfalls, but
they are the most effective safeguard against a repeat of the same
errors.

No matter whether you believe that Macdonald and Cornwallis
were good for Canada, or not, or if your opinions place you somewhere
between, a regular reminder is needed.  History may be tactfully and
carefully softened, but it should not be edited or ignored.  My mother
could have avoided some awkward, even potentially damaging
emotional  moments with a little preparatory discussion.  A similar
little explanation displayed near the statues of Cornwallis and
Macdonald could create valuable learning experiences which may not
occur now, and some Canadians may therefore never know those
salient facts in our history.  We also need to have before us a constant
but unobtrusive reminder that most human beings are a complex
mixture of good and poor ideas, and that we must make the appropriate
choices between them to eliminate errors similar to they made.

— SLH
“Those who cannot learn from history are doomed to repeat it.”

George Santayana

file:///|//Edward%20Cornwallis%20(1713-1776)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Indian_Wars
https://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2013/mar/09/saddam-hussein-statue-toppled-bagdhad-april-2003-video
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CHES CROSBIE WINS WINDSOR LAKE
BY-ELECTION ON SEPTEMBER 20th

At age 65, Chesley Furneaux Crosby is one of the three children of
John C Crosbie who has had a long history of politics, both Provincial
and Federal, in Newfoundland.  His son Ches, a well-known lawyer
by profession, is now following in his father’s footsteps.  He defeated
Tony Wakeham, the Liberal candidate, leading with 1,806 votes, 218
more than Wakeham, and 1,121 more than Kerri Neil of the NDP. 
Ches, Progressive Conservative, replaces Cathy Bennett, Liberal, who
resigned a year ago from her Windsor Lake seat.  He will assume
leadership of the Progressive Conservative Opposition in the House
of Assembly when he is sworn in as MHA.  It seems probable that
activity will heat up in the House quite a bit in the near future, but we
need more than just hot air before it will do the Province any good.  

As many of his fellow citizens believe, one of Ches’s biggest
concerns is the imminent start-up of Muskrat Falls on the Provincial
power grid and the cost that one way or another we, the residents of
NL, will have to bear.  Let’s hope Ches can figure out something, so
that the rest of us besides just the multi-millionaires of our Province
can keep our lights on without being driven into the poorhouse! 
Apparently he has said that he wants “to turn NL around”.  Hopefully
he can do it without tipping it over, but it will not be an easy task. 
Time will tell.  It will be interesting to see if his style is anything like
his father’s when he was an MP and Finance Minister of Canada
many years ago.  Remember the ‘pass the tequila, Sheila’ incident?

But good luck to Mr Crosbie.  He has a rocky road to travel, as
does every NL politician trying to deal with this small rather isolated
province with its steadily increasing average age, and its children who
have to go west and hitch their wagons to the star further west.  We
have oil, we have hydro power, both in abundance, but neither has
saved us yet.  Even if he becomes Premier after next year’s election,
can this new generation of the Crosbie dynasty change anything?

— SLH 
    

AMERICA PRODUCES TOO MUCH MILK
A news report a year ago announced that American dairy farmers
have been over-producing milk, one reason why the NAFTA
negotiations are not completed.  Trump demands an end to our dairy
Supply Management program which controls the price of dairy
products in our market, protecting our producers and consumers
against cheap imports, while maintaining a regular milk supply.

Ending our Dairy Supply Management program would be a risk
for Canada.  If we become dependent on an American supply and it
is later removed, then their over-production would stop, we would be
short of dairy products, and our prices could increase to levels too
costly for many Canadians.  Our dairy farmers would then be forced
to sell at a severe loss, or perhaps to vacate the dairy industry.

This American demand is hypocritical, since their subsidy distorts
the dairy market more than our Supply Management program does.
If the Americans have too great a quantity of dairy products, then
they should offer them to needy countries.  But instead, the over-
supply is being wasted.  How many starving children could be fed if
it was distributed to them as powdered milk or cheese?

Trump continues to boast that the USA has “the fastest growing
economy in the world”, while there are many countries with failed
economies.  But he doesn’t care.  Our good NAFTA negotiators must
not give in on this important issue. — SLH

GOLDEN ROD     Solidago canadensis

Golden Rod is commonly seen in late summer in Newfoundland,
growing to a metre or so high in clusters in open locations.  The bright
yellow flowers have a fresh scent reminiscent of vanilla.  The plant has
traditionally been used as treatment for a variety of ailments such as to
treat muscle spasms, to increase urine flow, and to treat gout, joint pain
(rheumatism), arthritis, eczema and other skin conditions.

QUEEN MARY 2 LEAVING BAY OF ISLANDS

Cunard Line’s QM2, the largest ship ever to enter the Bay of Islands, left at
5:00pm after a day which began with late September rain, fog and wind, and
ended with bright fall sunshine.  Here she passes between the South Shore Day
Park and Woods Island en route to Montreal on September 27th. — SLH

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Crosbie
http://time.com/4530659/farmers-dump-milk-glut-surplus/
http://time.com/4530659/farmers-dump-milk-glut-surplus/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supply_management_(Canada)
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/trudeau-trump-dairy-stunningly-hypocritical-1.4701046
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THE FIGHT OVER BRETT KAVANAUGH
A  STORM  IN  A  TEACUP?

or
A  SHOWDOWN?

Neither.  It is a battle over quality of lives.  Brett Kavanaugh is a
conservative who has promised to turn the clocks back to the days
before abortion became legal under certain circumstances after the
court case of Roe v Wade 45 years ago.  Since then the American law
dealing with abortion became humane, allowing abortions in most
reasonable circumstances, similar to the law in Canada now.  In his
election campaign Trump, the antediluvianist par excellence, made
the promise to turn the clock back, and Kavanaugh is one of the most
important Republican tools to push those anti-reform measures
through the Supreme Court if he is appointed to it.  It could return 
American abortion laws back by half a century, removing the
reasonable freedoms women have enjoyed since that time.

So why does this matter to Canadians?  Only because lifestyle
movements and the laws that affect them tend to be emulated around
the world, especially in Canada, resulting from the extremely close
contact our two countries have.  Roe v Wade was the landmark US
Supreme Court decision which caused legislative changes making
abortion legal in America in certain controlled circumstances.   And
in broader, general terms, what right does a government have to
dictate to individuals how they should make decisions in their own
lives, as long as they are not breaking the law of negatively interfering
in the lives of others.

The outcome of this dispute could affect the decisions of the US
Supreme Court for generations to come.  It is also a fight between the
GOPs and the DEMs 1 that Canadians may have trouble
understanding 2.  However it may affect Canada in future if the
abortion issue is reopened in USA after these emotionally charged
events.  It boils down to the politics behind the appointment of a
Supreme Court justice, which is the President’s prerogative, and
Trump made it a priority during his election campaign to appoint
conservative judges.  His purpose was to overturn the US Supreme
Court decision on the issue of abortion, referred to as Roe v Wade
and adjudicated in 1973.

In a nutshell, the GOPs opposed the Roe v Wade decision in
1973, and the DEMs supported it, but opinion remains divided on
abortion in America.  Roe v Wade allowed a degree of freedom of
choice for women, but there always remained an opposition.  Now
that a place on the Supreme Court is open again, Trump has
nominated Judge Brett Kavanaugh, a self-declared critic of  the Roe
v Wade decision, and while the DEMs oppose his appointment,
almost all of the GOP Congress members support it, as well as Trump

himself.  The GOPs want the seat filled promptly with someone of their
choice, because they are aware that they may no longer hold the
majority in Congress after the 2018 November election.  This is a
patently obvious attempt to move the Supreme Court even further to
the political right, even though America has always held a more
definitively right-wing ideology than most other Western nations.  

In 2016 March, when Obama wanted to nominate a successor for
the Supreme Court, Congress was controlled by the GOPs.  They
opposed the nomination, arguing that with ten months left, it was too
late in Obama’s last year as President, and the choice should be left to
whomever became President after 2016.  Obama was not obligated to
agree, but he decently acceded in favour of Hillary Clinton, as
everyone assumed then.

Trump became President and when another vacancy occurred, he
nominated Brett Kavanagh who was known to have strictly
conservative views and a mindset opposed to the liberal Roe v Wade
decision.  The DEMs had misguidedly hoped for a similar courtesy in
return for the one they had extended in 2016, but the GOPs were
determined to marshal every scrap of power to ensure Kavanaugh’s
appointment  3.

The importance of this series of events is significant.  Supreme
Court Justices are appointed for life, with no mandatory retirement age. 
Kavanaugh, born 1965, now 53 years old, is a relatively young man
who, if he chooses not to retire earlier, could possibly serve on the
Supreme Court until at least 2050, and the Court could be ‘stacked’
with conservative justices for a lifetime or longer.

On Friday morning, 2018 September 28, the Senate votes appeared
to stand at 49 for and 51 against Kavanaugh’s appointment.  If the vote
had been taken then, he would NOT have been elected to the Supreme
Court.  However voting has been delayed several times because the
GOP is in control and their leaders want to be certain of success.

Then, after much vituperative debate over statements made on the
previous day about Dr Christine Blasey Ford’s allegation of attempted
sexual assault made by Kavanaugh who defended himself against the
charge, a sudden change occurred.  It was agreed by proponents of
senators on both sides to request an FBI investigation to be limited in
scope and completed within a week.  This may place the nomination
of Kavanaugh in greater jeopardy than earlier.

The final vote on Kavanaugh’s confirmation to the Supreme Court
is now expected to be made on completion of the FBI investigation in
a week or less.  It is hoped by many that this move will defuse the
passionate arguments of both sides, and enable a vote to be completed
once the full facts are known within the week.

The issue boils down to the question of Kavanaugh’s involvement
in the sexual assault accusation.  If established by the FBI
investigation, he should be denied the seat on the Supreme Court, and
should perhaps lose his licence to practice law in America.

Meanwhile Canada will observe what happens in America over the
next few years.  If Roe v Wade is challenged, Canadian abortion laws
may face similar challenges by the political right in coming years.  In
that case, much will depend on the level of concern felt by (small c)
conservative Canadians and the membership of our Supreme Court. 
On the other hand, if Roe v Wade is untouched, then our abortion laws
may remain unassailed.  We certainly do not need a walk down the
same thorny path as the Americans have been following.       — SLH

1  ‘GOP’ and ‘DEM’ are the nicknames frequently used by the American media. 
GOP is the Republican Party, alias ‘the Grand Old Party’, which is the oldest party
and politically right of centre; RED is the colour usually assigned.  DEM is the
Democratic Party, politically left of centre, usually assigned BLUE. 

2  Canada resolved the abortion issue some years ago in three Supreme Court
decisions involving Henry Morgentaler :– 1976,   1988, and  1993, with a final
decision that satisfied most people and still applies today.  It set reasonable
conditions to protect the unborn child but did not unfairly limit the rights of the
pregnant mother.  Roe v Wade was a similar decision, but many conservative
Americans oppose abortion under many more circumstances than included in the
Roe v Wade decision.

3  The circumstances around Obama’s nomination and the response by the Senate
Republican majority leader have no precedent.  Review this reference.   

file:///|//And%20in%20broader,%20general%20terms,%20what%20right%20does%20a%20government%20have%20to%20dictate%20to%20individuals%20how%20they%20should%20make%20decisions%20in%20their%20own%20lives.
<current%20document>https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Morgentaler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morgentaler_v_R
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R_v_Morgentaler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R_v_Morgentaler_(1993)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Merrick_Garland#Scalia_vacancy_and_2016_nomination
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BULLY BOY TRUMP AT HIS TRICKS AGAIN

Living up to his now generally accepted world-wide reputation as the
Schoolyard Bully, Trump has threatened that unless Canada heeds his
demands to make major changes to the long-standing auto pact and
other parts of NAFTA, then he will “ ruin Canada”.  This is reported
in Fortune Magazine and a number of other journals.  One has to
question the mentality of this president who makes such  provocative
threats against so close and long-term an ally.   

This is typical of the tactics of a bully who knows his victim is
smaller and less able to resist.  In almost every respect except in
geographical area, the United States is roughly ten times the size of
Canada.  In the factors most relevant to this issue—population and
GNP 4, it is certainly true. If Canada capitulates to his threat, it will 
negatively affect our automotive industry (which is already closely
tied to the American one) and jobs will be lost if, as Trump demands,
more parts for vehicles are sourced from America instead of here at
home.  Reported Daniel Dale in the Star of Toronto:-

Trump has repeatedly threatened to hit Canada with the auto
tariffs if Prime Minister Justin Trudeau refused to make
NAFTA concessions. He had never before spoken about
ruining Canada, but it was not clear if the rhetorical
escalation was a deliberate, meaningful shift or merely
impromptu loose talk ... “If I tax cars coming in from Canada,
it would be devastating [for Canada] ... They’ve taken
advantage of us for many decades.  We can’t let it happen any
more.  We have a country to run.”

The world is only too familiar with Trump’s erratic and ill-considered
threats.  But the concern Canada must have is that this man is leader
of our only contiguous neighbour and any changes made there usually
affect us in vitally important ways.   As a President, Trump is not only
heedless of the effects of his decisions on neighbours, but he is also
both incompetent and unstable.  He controls more than enough
political, economic, and technical clout to make real his threats, and
his mental instability suggests that he may use it without warning or
consultation.  The American standard of living is generally stronger
than ours, with higher average wages, lower unemployment and lower
taxes.  Americans both individually and collectively—aside from the
poor unfortunates at the bottom of the income ladder who don’t
matter to Trump anyway—are better equipped to endure economic
deprivation than Canadians.  Hopefully it will not come to that, but
Trump’s policies are so volatile, impulsive, unplanned and poorly
executed,  that nothing is certain. 

Unfortunately, as the typical victim of a bully, Canada has no
effective recourse that would not hurt our country more, yet still may
not deter America.  We might apply artificial cost increases or limits
on our exports such as steel, aluminium, lumber, and oil, all important
to the US economy, but such action would cause greater hardship to
Canadians than to Americans.  Our smaller and less diverse economy
has far fewer other industries than America has to provide a
diversifying ‘cushion’ in a time of trouble.  For Canada to respond
thus might not be ruinous, but relatively soon it would seriously
reduce our standard of living when so many of our social services and
infrastructure desperately require costly funding, and many
Canadians, especially the sick, the unemployed, and those living on

the margins of society, would be seriously hurt.  

Canada’s relationship with America is more subject to these same
problems and restrictions  5  resulting from our smaller population
which makes our manufacturers more vulnerable in time of need.  Our
population is also more sparsely distributed everywhere except in our
large urban centres and the narrow ribbon along the border, so that
America is the most natural recipient for our exports.

For over a century Canadians have been loyal supporters of
America in times of need.  Canadians volunteered their services in war;
or in troubled times when America was hit by major natural disasters;
Canadians willingly opened their homes for days to some 700 stranded
American passengers when US airports were closed after the 9-11
attacks and dozens of aircraft had to land in Canada.  In fact, the three
nations of the North American Free Trade Area—America, Canada
and Mexico—have an admirable record of assisting each other in
emergencies.  But it would be shameful if Trump’s myopic Make-
America-Great-Again policy were to weaken or possibly destroy so
valuable a cross-border partnership.  We cannot allow this unique
relationship to be damaged by a power-crazy American leader who has
more admiration for pariah foreign despots than for the democratically-
elected leaders of his closest and most reliable neighbours.

The most distressing aspect of these trade policies is their paranoia
and their greed.  The paranoia stems from Trump’s perceptions that
Americans are cheated out of what he believes is their due—the right
to control the world so that the greatest benefits accrue to America. 
When American products are purchased on every continent and in
most countries, this is plain proof that American businesses already are
as successful as any other except perhaps a few very dedicated oriental
companies (e.g. oriental vehicle manufacturers) whose employees work
harder and for lower wages than most North Americans do.  And when
Americans send their military overseas, they can afford it, and they do
it to preserve the status quo, long favourable to them.

Trump seems to have rather less concern for total world security
than for promoting his own personal glorification or his one-sided
philosophical aims when he deploys his powerful military without
consulting his allies who may have different aims from his own.  Of
course he is not very aware of those differences because consultation
with his allies has been, and remains, minimal.  In the past, Canada and
America’s other allies have been invariably and promptly consulted
and they have loyally supported previous presidents on the world stage,
but Trump’s failure to consult has resulted in some ill-considered
unilateral decisions of benefit only to America.  This was amply
illustrated by his relocating of his Israel Embassy from Tel Aviv to
Jerusalem, clearly favouring Israeli interests, but so upsetting to
Palestinians who also have valid claims in those regions and perceive
that relocation as clear  prejudice against Palestine and favouritism for
Israel in a region already too prone to destabilising influences.

— SLH

4  GNP is Gross National Product, the total value of goods and services produced
by a nation in one year.

5  Canada’s land area is larger than America’s, but much is boreal forest or tundra,
difficult of access, with few economically available resources.  Our population, our
best agricultural land, and our most readily exploitable industrial resources are
mostly within 200km of the USA border.  Consider the additional costs of
transportation in the Atlantic Provinces, compared with regions west of the Bay of
Fundy where there is a common border between Canada and America. 

 

https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2018/09/07/trump-warns-he-could-cause-the-ruination-of-canada.html
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OUR BOLER TRAVEL TRAILER, “THE EGG”
Part One

In 1973 we bought a Boler Travel Trailer exactly like the one
above, except that the lower half of ours was originally olive green
until my wife Susan repainted ir a warm rustic brown.  And in place
of the box on the tongue, ours had a 15lb propane tank.

Our whole family—my wife; our son Bill, age three; our new-born
daughter Maggie, only two weeks old; our big Labrador sled dog
Mack; and myself—were marooned in Nova Scotia when workers
on the Newfoundland ferries between North Sydney and Port aux
Basques called a strike.  We had spent a week previously at Mount
Allison University in New Brunswick where I was attending a
conference, and we were headed for North Sydney, hoping to beat
the strike and  get back to Newfoundland overnight; but that was not
to be.  It was now late August, and school would be reopening in a
few days.  We hoped the strike would be settled before school was
scheduled to begin, but again, no such luck.

We backtracked to Truro, to go to Halifax, where we might find
reasonable accommodations, but as we drove through Shubenacadie
I spotted a 13-foot Boler for sale.  I had long fancied owning one,
and I insisted on stopping to look at it.  It was brand new, had
sleeping accommodations for four people; was equipped with a two-
burner propane cooking stove, a three-way refrigerator (12 volt DC
for use on the road and propane or 120 volt AC for stationary use);
running water with a hose hook-up; a water storage tank with a
small manual pump; a stout electric cord to fit a standard 15amp
outlet, and a good internal lighting system.  Perhaps best of all, it
was the end-of-season sale and the price was right.  So, after a little
debate, we bought it.  The dealer arranged a bank loan and attached
towing gear on our station wagon, and in about two hours we were
set to leave.  We had bedding for the baby, though not for us, but it
was not cold, so we bought a couple of cheap blankets, some
minimal cooking equipment, food for dinner and breakfast, and
found a campground for the night.

Once before I had towed a trailer behind our 1957 MG Magnette on
steep, narrow mountain roads in Scotland, so I had a little towing

experience.  But a great advantage was the Boler’s small size and
light weight—only about ten pounds on the tongue when empty—so
it was easy to manipulate by hand.  Later, as the kids grew bigger,
I got them to stand on the rear bumper while I lifted the tongue and
walked the rig round, much simpler than shunting with the car.

We were now set up to stay in Nova Scotia as long as necessary,
though uncertain about the opening of school, but maybe the strike
would be settled by then.  We returned to North Sydney and found
a camping place quite close to the ferry.  We met a man and woman
from Labrador City, also stranded as we were, and for two weeks
we enjoyed chats over coffee and card games at the table in the
Boler while our kids slept and our dog Mack kept guard outside.

Then one day we heard Premier Joey Smallwood on the radio
saying he wanted schools to reopen as soon as possible.  He was
arranging for people stranded in Nova Scotia to receive free tickets
on chartered flights to various airports, and Stephenville was on the
list.  We qualified, said goodbye to our new friends, packed up our
camp and returned to the Ferry Terminal where our vehicles would
be safely stored in a locked compound until they could be brought
over to Port aux Basques when services were resumed.  Buses took
us to Sydney Airport and we boarded the flight to Stephenville in
the night, and went by taxi home to St George’s.

School opened in a few days, but our car and trailer did not arrive
in Port aux Basques until the strike ended in three more weeks.

When we received a phone call that our vehicles would be in Port
aux Basques about 2:00am next morning, a good friend drove me
to the ferry terminal where I claimed my car and The Egg and
arrived home in time for school.  Car and trailer were both in good
order.  CN Marine staff had kept their word and our vehicles were
exactly as we had left them weeks earlier.

We grew to love that little trailer and kept it until 2013 when we
sold it to a gentleman from Corner Brook who planned to renovate
it, and offered us a good price.  We had not used it for some years
by then, and it had suffered some wear and tear, but the new owner
showed us pictures of it after the renovation.  It looked as good as
new, perhaps better.  If he had wanted to sell it, I think we would
have bought it back!

Bolers are excellent little camping trailers, sturdily built with a
strong fibreglass shell, aerodynamically shaped, easily manoeuvred,
and economical to use.  Indeed, with six feet internal headroom,
they are ideal for a couple or a small family to travel far and wide. 
Above all, they are completely weather-proof and easy to heat with
a small heater (ventilate if using propane) if you run into
unseasonably cool or wet weather.  We travelled all over Eastern
Canada, to Ontario, and to Florida and Michigan in the USA.  We
used it in temperatures varying from above freezing to 38EC.  You
don’t need a big car to tow it, or a large space to park it. 

This year, 2018, is the Golden Anniversary (50th) of the Boler
company of Earlton, Ontario, Canada.  This year, “The Egg” is
celebrating her 45th anniversary with her new owner.  I am sure he
is enjoying it as much as we always enjoyed ours. — SLH

Read about another event in the life of “The Egg” 
in next month’s Blow•Me•Downer.

https://www.google.com/search?q=Boler+Travel+Trailers&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&client=firefox-b-ab
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MAXIME BERNIER    
People’s Party of Canada

ANDREW SCHEER
Conservative Party of Canada

 IS CANADA FOLLOWING AMERICA’S LEAD?

In summer 2018 Maxime Bernier broke from the Conservative
Party of Canada to form a new party.  He had narrowly failed in his
bid to lead the Federal Conservatives, losing to the moderate
Conservative Andrew Scheer on the thirteenth ballot.  That
closeness may be an important factor over the next few months.

You may not yet have heard much from Monsieur Bernier, but with
an election due in a little more than a year, that will change, and
soon.  Canada is sadly and not-so-slowly becoming more and more
like America, where they seem to be embroiled in elections pretty
much all of the time, either analysing the last or planning the next. 
In Canada, both Federal and Provincial election campaigns are
required to last a minimum of 36 days, but there is no maximum
length  6.

To date, Canadians have perhaps been fortunate that there has been
no tidal flood of immigrants such as the USA has experienced,
many of whom are not used to the North American WASP culture
or the pseudo-Christian claims to a higher morality which are
usually nothing more than hypocritical references to the Ten
Commandments or Jesus’ summary of them 7.  But M Bernier has
chosen immigration as a recruiting focus of his new party.  As it is
doing in America, and it would also do here, the refugee issue is a
potential rabble-rouser, unnecessarily raising questions of family
reunification and emphasis on selecting only skilled immigrants.

Among other topics on the PPC platform, there are: agricultural

supply management; reduction of tax brackets which invariably
benefits the most wealthy; a discussion of turning over health care
costs to the Provinces (perhaps not a good idea for NL); and
privatisation of Canada Post, which is tantamount to its death-knell
in remote and less populated areas like NL and Canada’s Far North.
Many of these are also components of Trump’s platform.  Some of
the others are typical of the more populous and wealthy Canadian
provinces who resent having to subsidise the sparsely populated
poorer regions.  Much of Bernier’s platform is either under current
consideration by our present government, or has been rejected as
not reasonably remedial.  Much is also disruptive in matters that are
not really problems for Canadians.

Cost of living for its citizens is always the most important and  the
easiest factor to compare between two countries.  Food is hard to
compare considering the range of variables in play.  The greatest
differences in cost between Canada and USA are to be found in
larger items such as automobiles, appliances, travel, health costs,
some clothing items and, of course, taxation.  Food is not noticeably
more costly in Canada except for a few items which are not
produced here, such as certain fruits and vegetables.

While Bernier is fully entitled to start a new party, the range of
issues he has identified is not new.  Some have been raised by other
parties and dismissed, and others are still under consideration.  It is
also an important question whether Canada would benefit from a
new addition to our three major parties. We have only three national
parties with a dozen or more sitting members.  Italy, for example
has 6 major national parties, and at least 20 others, as well scores
of others with regional interests.  The result is cumbersome
elections that require either elimination voting or lengthy and often
uncertain negotiations to arrive at a coalition that can secure enough
votes to be workable. 

Starting a new Federal political party is not an easy task unless the
new party is very different from the established ones.  The Green
Party illustrates this point quite well.  It has only ever elected one
MP in its own right: Elizabeth May, representing the BC riding of
Saanich-Gulf Islands.  A couple of other sittig MPs left the parties
for which they had originally been elected, to join the Greens, but
they lost in the next election.  Bernier may be more fortunate in this
way, being from Québec, but since most of his policies are also
included in other party platforms already, it may not be very
successful.

One other disadvantage Bernier is facing in becoming a national
party, but which he is trying to deny, may well be the rather
negative feeling many people of racial minorities may have towards
the PPC.  So far most seem to have found quite comfortable
acceptance in the established parties.  Also, negative opinions from
minorities in the USA may affect their support of the PPC  if those
attitudes develop further in Canada and more vocally in the USA.

In general terms, Bernier may find a lach of support for policies that
most Canadians have shown that they cannot support.  It will be
interesting to observe, and also disappointing to see, if the
traditional ‘small L’ liberal receptive atmosphere begins to fade
before next year’s Federal election under the onslaught of
Trumpism.  Sadly not all Canadians are open-minded, but hopefully
sufficient of them will be, to maintain the status quo. — SLH

6  Canadian elections do not really start until a date is announced by the First
Minister in each case.  The only reference is in Section 5 of the Charter of Rights
and Freedoms and it applies equally to both Provincial and Federal Legislatures :— 
     There shall be a sitting of Parliament and of each legislature at least once       
        every twelve months.
However there is no mention of what that sitting should consist of: the Charter does
not require anything more than a sitting, nor any debate, according to Section 5.

7  Matthew 22, vv34-39;  Mark 12, vv35-37;  Luke 10, vv25-28

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maxime_Bernier
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_Scheer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_Anglo-Saxon_Protestant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_Party_of_Canada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_Party_of_Canada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_May
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Section_5_of_the_Canadian_Charter_of_Rights_and_Freedoms
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Section_5_of_the_Canadian_Charter_of_Rights_and_Freedoms
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TRUMP THREATENS 25% TARIFFS ON 
AUTOS & PARTS MADE IN CANADA

If this latest threat in the tariff war is fulfilled, it will have an
enormous effect in Canada, possibly causing unemployment here to
increase by more than 100,000.  That will be a hard blow to
Canada.  And what is so ridiculous about it is that it will not result
in any benefits to Americans.  The automotive industry is so
interconnected between Canada and USA, that Americans will be
hit almost as hard as Canadians.  Very few automobiles are made
exclusively in either country.  Even vehicles manufactured by
companies based overseas in countries like Japan, Korea, Germany,
and the UK, contain many components manufactured in America,
in Canada, and in Mexico as well as in the non-North American
countries.  It is therefore impossible to separate clearly the countries
of origin, and the auto industry will suffer in each of its countries of
origin.  The biggest difference that helps cushion the blow to
Americans is that the auto industry in USA represents a smaller
proportion of the American industrial establishment than does its
Canadian counterpart.  This close integration dates back almost to
the first days of the automobile industry, and the tariffs will cause
only confusion and trouble in an industry which, despite its faults,
has functioned relatively well for several generations, with cross-
border movement of components that helps to maintain lower prices
while maximising profit for all involved, including the workers at
most levels.

The American auto industry has raised strong objections over
applying tariffs, and Canada agrees with those objections.  But
Trump heeds no one, making irresponsible decisions that may entail
undefined harmful consequences in the future.  Canada believes that
the Trump tariffs will only cause harm to the industries to which
they are applied.  The obvious consequence is that automobile
prices will increase, as also will costs of virtually every good or
service to the purchasers when the tariffs become incorporated into
the final selling price in the marketplace.

Price increase will not be the worst long-lasting effect: if the
tariffs continue into the long term, more regrettable will be the
negative effect on international relations between America and
Canada.  Tariffs are not measures that are imposed on friends and
allies, but Trump apparently has no care for America’s traditional
allies, preferring instead its more traditional enemies.

One is forced also to consider the many families with strong
links across the border.  The tariff war will not of itself prevent
cross-border visits, but the Trump policies that have already
tightened immigration procedures have made border crossings for
everyone more arduous as the traditional closeness between our two
countries is severely strained.  The most damaging effect, however,
is not the regulations and additional costs everyone will have to pay,
but the hostility that Trump’s treatment of Canada will cause unless
the tariffs are soon cancelled.

At the time of writing of this report, relations between the two
countries are at a low such as has not existed for more than a
hundred years, and there is now a grave danger that the relationship
may yet deteriorate further, causing trade difficulties to rise to a
level not experienced during any recent time. — SLH

Odds  and  Ends

Incredible, isn’t it?  I often comment on the English Language as
used by politicians, reporters, broadcasters and writers—people
who have a public platform for their utterances.  One word that has
recently become very popular is :– “incredible”.  It’s a perfectly
respectable word but, as with any other, it should not be overused, 
There is no dearth of alternatives :– “amazing”, “astonishing”,
“astounding”, “surprising”, “unbelievable”, and numerous others. 

A good stylistic rule might be to avoid using the same word more
than a couple of times on a page;  and with its incredible polyglot
heritage, the incredible English Language can provide enough
acceptable alternatives.  Or you may consult a Thesaurus. 

Hurricane Florence was an incredible event.  The rainfall and winds
associated with it were also incredible, and the cost of recovery will
be even more incredible.  Trump described last year’s emergency
response to hurricane damage in Puerto Rico as “an incredible
unsung success”, when it was really an incredible fiasco.  It is
incredible that he still has enough popular support to remain in
office, given his incredible behavioural excesses.  Some of his other
actions as President have been equally incredible, and more
incredible is the fact that no one seems to have the intestinal
fortitude to call him on them.  I could continue, though it would be
incredibly boring and an incredibly abominable stylistic
misjudgement; and I should resist the incredible temptation to
indulge myself.

However I cannot resist yet one more example: Donald Trump’s
election as President will be judged by history as one of the most
incredible events of the 21st Century, don’t you think?

Here’s a thought.  It seems now, after nearly two years since
Trump’s Inauguration on 2017 January 20, that most of the world
has become accustomed to his lying and poisonous rhetoric. 
Remember how he and his press secretary repeated time after time
that the crowds at the Inauguration were the biggest ever seen at
such an event?  Unless you were visually impaired, it was easy to
see it was a lie.  But scarcely anybody, other than a few news
commentators, is remarking on the lying any more—they expect it
now.  Sometimes I wonder what other world leaders say to their
aides in the privacy of their own offices!  And I also wonder if
international politics has really changed, or if it will snap back
whenever things return to normal, if they ever do!

I often ask people what they think of this uncouth and ignorant man
who occupies the highest office of the world’s most powerful
nation.  The American visitors whose opinions I sought here this
summer invariably feel as I do.

What surprises me most is that there are Canadians, even in our own
communities, who declare that they would support a Prime Minister
like Trump in Canada.  Heaven help us! We would be the next
laughing stock of the rest of the world.  Trump is more concerned
about his own success than he is about the well-being of the base
that elected him.  The new Premier of Ontario, Doug Ford, also an
uncontrollable iconoclast like his late brother Rob, is far superior.

But Trump. . . We-e-e-ll !!!   I just don’t know.

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/video/2018/sep/25/world-leaders-laugh-at-donald-trump-as-he-brags-about-his-achievements-video

